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DR. PETER R VAlL 

Since 1965, Dr. Peter R. Vail has 
been at the Exxon Production Re- 
bearch Laboratorlea in Hwaton. He is 
research advisor and supervisor of 
seimic interpretations, global tee  
tonics, structure, geochemldry appli- 
cations and computer applications. 
For nine yean befori, that he was at 
the Jemey Production Rerwrch 
Leboratoriea In Tub,  Oklahoma. 

Dr. Vail received his AB degree from Dartmouth Cdlqla In 1952 and his 
M.S. and Ph.D. from Nort- Unfvenity, tinlahing In I-. 

He is currently an M W  Distinquished Lecturer and the paper that he is 
presenting is the one that he is giving on the lecture tour. 

EUStATIC CYCLES FROM SEISMIC DATA FOR 
GLOBAL STRATIGIRAPHCC ANALYSIS* 

Eustatic cycleb are evident throughout Phanerozoic time because many 
relative changes of sea level determined from the stratigraphic record of 
different continents are simultaneous, and because the magnitudes of the 
relative change8 generally am aimliar. Thew regional cycles are determined 
from sequence8 with coastal onlap, been best on wiamic sections with ape and - 
environmental control. 

Coastal onlap Is the progrearive landward onlap of littoral and/or 
nonrnarine comtal deposits. Coastal onlap indicates a relative rim of aea level; 
a seaward shift of coastal onlap for the next sequence Indicate8 a relative fall. 
Sea level changes can be measured using either the vertical or horizontal 
components of coastal onlap (coastal aggradation orencrmchment) provided 
that adjwtments are made for divergence and/or slope-angle. 

A euutatic cycle b defined as a relative rise, stillstand. and fall of ma level 
on a global sc8Je. Single cycles are asymmetrical with a gradual rise to 
stillstand and an abrupt fall, but the causes for such asymmetry are not fully 
understood. Eurrtatic cycles are grouped into thirteen eustatic supercycles 
showing the same asymmetry, but on a larger scale. Megasequences 
(stratigraphic units corresponding to supercycles) correspond approxlmat@ly 
to the original "squonceb" of Slors. 

Ages and durations of euetatic cycles are essentially documented. 
Although their amplitudes a n  still being determined, example8 from nearly all 
continents have been analyzed. The eustatic cycle "clock" is an excellent 
worldwMe time scale for dating elgnlflcant events In geological history. 




